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 A road in sight of a stream kept back striped hyena (8) 

 Former cricket captain at game finally let up (5) 

 Imperfection originally discovered in a cable carrying heavy weight, is giving grounds for lawsuit (10) 

 Rotten line carried by extra (6) 

 An application in semi-solid form is dear (5) 

 Small ring sabotaged a tunnel (7) 

 Mass gathering mounted election (6) 

 Represented leader of enormous mob strangely passed away (8) 

 Wandering Bedouin, catching cold, is frozen in (8) 

 I sprayed oats - small amounts (5) 

 Joey excited about free pleasure trip (3-4) 

 Imposed tax, that includes shabby articles, may be raised (9) 

 Constantly find fault with a negative Japanese city (6) 

 Argument in one of the services is colourful! (4,4) 

 Right to assist with attack organised by police (4) 

 Scouting mission is heading to reef once at sea (5) 

 Suppliers of information arranged courses (7) 

 Bust refuge implicated in deception (10) 

 Adding up is sound as a bell with input from co-worker (8) 

 Shows jeans in among golfing gear (9) 

 Retarded web user misread terms of office (7) 

 Greek character, in fun, deviously lifted brownie free of cover (8) 

 Battered intruder, giving up rights, is freed (6) 

 Person who is often too drunk to succeed with love (4) 

 Taxpayer, missing a pet, distributed intimate photograph (1-3) 

 Strong cart rolled over garden (4) 

 The old, long fish is making a lot of noise (7) 

 Old Russian leader's not exactly in style (7) 

The answers to the clues below fit into the grid in a unique fashion. The starting letters of all the correctly-

positioned answers, reading across, then down, spell out a commemorative fact (7,6-3, 9,3) 

 

Clues are in alphabetical order of their answers. 

 


